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Abstract
We previously[3] defined eight second-order volumetric primitives and
then showed[4] that they can be extracted from range data. This pa-
per shows that by using them model matching is more efficient, because
the shape vocabulary reduces the combinatorial generation of hypothe-
ses. With the model-to-data correspondences, accurate three dimensional
model location is possible.
1 Introduction
While there is already much research on object recognition using 3D surface
patches, there is less using volumetric features (e.g. [1], [6], [7]). We have
investigated the representation^] and extraction[4] of second order volumetric
features from range data. These features define small shapes that embellish
the surface of objects, but are too small to be described by the surface patch
methods. They are "second-order" in two senses: (1) they are smaller features
that add detail to the surface, rather than specify the overall shape, and (2) they
denote more specific, higher-level descriptive shapes. The positive (extruding)
features are the BUMP, SPIKE, RIDGE and FIN and the negative (intruding)
features are the DENT, HOLE, GROOVE and SLOT.
Features extracted according the previously reported procedure were la-
beled, but no symbolic description was made. Each feature is defined with
respect to a local reference frame, and can be used in a scene description
containing surface patches, volumetric groupings and second-order volumet-
ric features. With symbolic descriptions of both the image data and the model,
establishing model-to-data pairings is more efficient, because the typing of the
features reduces the potential for combinatorial explosion.
2 Describing The Features
Previous research[4] classified extracted features based on their length, depth
and whether they extended into or out of the surrounding surface. The shape
and position parameters of the classified feature are now used to create a sym-
bolic model parameterized by the length (L), width (W) and depth (D) pa-
rameters:
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After creating individual model primitives, an ASSEMBLY[2] that contains
the features is created by estimating the reference transformations that map
the primitive feature's local reference frames onto that of the ASSEMBLY.
The reference frame estimate is based on the L, W and D parameters plus:
the minimum range of the feature from the viewer(Zo), an estimate of the X-Y
image plane orientation (6) of elongated features, and the (X, Y, Z) of the 3D
center-of-mass.
The orientation is estimated by using the central moments fipq:
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and the rest are extracted directly from the data. The position is based on a
RST(rotation, slant, tilt) rotation[2] and a TRANS(x, y, z) translation specifi-
cation. The position specification for each feature type is:
BUMP: RST(0,0,0) TRANS(X, Y, Z0 + (L + W)/4)
DENT: RST(0,0,0) TRANSpsT, Y, Z0 - (L + W)/A)
RIDGE: RST(0,0,0) TRANS(X - Lcos(0)/2, Y - Lsin(6)/2, ZO + W/2)
GROOVE: RST(0,0,0) TRANS(X - Lcos(9)/2, Y - Lsin(9)/2, ZO - W/2)
FIN: RST(0, §, f) TRANS(X - Lcos(6)/2, Y - Lsin{6)/2, ZO + D/2)
SLOT: RST(0, f, §) TRANSpf - Lcos(9)/2, Y - Lsin(0)/2, Z0 - D/2)
SPIKE: RST(0, f, JT) TRANS(X, Y, Z0 + D)
HOLE: RST(0, f, 0) TRANS(X, Y, Z0 - D)
3 Object Recognition Using the Second-Order
Features
Most model matching algorithms involve an element of interpretation tree gen-
eration, whereby candidate models are paired with data features (or vice-versa).
This process often leads to combinatorial explosions; hence much work has in-
volved using local constraints to prune unlikely interpretations early [5]. The
main causes of the problem are: (1) ordinarily, each data feature can have a
large number of matching model features and (2) the use of a "wild-card" to
allow unmatched features (as segmentation can fail in the presence of noise).
If there are D data features, and M model features, and if each model feature
can be labeled as being one of the data features or 'none' then approximately398
Figure 1: Symbolic Model Constructed from Extracted Features (left is auto-
matic, right is by hand)
(D + 1)
M possible feature labelings are considered in the standard algorithm
(i.e. before the use of constraints to reduce this[5]). However, if the data and
model features are typed, and matching occurs only between features of the
same type, then the number is reduced. If there are approximately equal num-
bers of T types (here T = 8), then the number of hypotheses is reduced to
(^ + 1)
M or T
M times smaller.
We use the standard interpretation tree search algorithm, with a test for
global geometric consistency at the end. Model and data features of the same
type are compatible if their non-nominal shape parameters are compatible.
Pairwise consistency constraints (distance between features) prune geometri-
cally inconsistent pairings. All valid ASSEMBLY interpretations must have
data features explaining at least 40% of the model features and no interpreta-
tions are subsets of previously verified interpretations. The estimated object
rotation is the transformation that maximizes the pairwise alignment of the
model and data direction vectors formed between pairs of features. A verifi-
cation phase ensures that the transformed model features lie close to the data
features and that elongated features have proper alignment.
4 Experiments
We previously[4] reported the features extracted from a hill shaped test scene
with a variety of surface features. The symbolic model scene model auto-
matically constructed for this test scene is shown in the left half of Figure 1.
Comparison with the hand made model shown in the right half shows that a
decent description has been constructed.
Applying the matching process using the model on the test scene, 1113
nodes were generated in the interpretation tree (as compared to a maximum
of approximately 16 million = (7 + I)
8 nodes), of which 127 remained after
parameter compatibility testing and only one complete set of pairwise consis-
tent feature correspondences reached the geometric verification stage. All data
features were correctly paired with their corresponding model features. Figure399
Figure 2: Test Scene and Model in Estimated Position
2 shows the estimated position of the model superimposed in black on the raw
data. (Only positive features are shown because the display program could not
produce images of negative features in isolation.) When using other models, no
sets of consistent feature correspondences with enough pairings were generated.
The low number of hypotheses generated shows the effective use of strong
typing and the perfect verification results from the strong constraint of consis-
tent global geometry. Hence, the second-order volumetric features can be used
as a reasonable basis for object recognition.
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